Youngistaani – August 2017
Thank you students for this song on Courage as this morning is dedicated to all our young students who
show courage to think differently and look for solutions rather than cribbing about the problems!

Happy Morning teenovators !

It is said that Brilliant ideas go nowhere unless your people are aligned, collaborative, and team-oriented.
That doesn't happen automatically, however. It takes intention, clarity, selflessness, and a new way of
operating. With this intention and clarity in mind Team TOS had a meeting with our mentors and decided
to innovate the way we have been celebrating our Founders’ Day. keeping the best as a tradition,
improving and adopting new ways to show case different forms of fine arts, we decided to celebrate the
simple but very meaningful ideas. Since then this Conclave has become a signature event of our Founders’
day .
By welcoming students from different learning environment,we want to reach out to the teens who are
creative and solution oriented .Providing them with this platform, where they can share their ideas not
only with the innovators of their age but with the celebrated entrepreneurs of national and international
repute, we would surely want set a trend of thinking differently!

The ideas need not be big or new! We HAVE BEEN APPRECIATING AND using THE NOT SO GREAT BUT
VERY PRACTICAL IDEAS like using a selfie stick; charging mobile while you are walking and many many
more .We believe that its’ not the magnitude of the idea but multitude of people getting benefitted from
that idea measures the success and worth of that idea.
TOS also advocates that its’ not necessary that these ideas are based on science and technology only. Even
an artist can help us change the world into a better place to live. A single piece of writing, a painting, a
scene from movie/ theatre ,can bring in a revolutionary change which can bring a significant change in the
World!
That’s why we have added another element of “the Art exhibition to celebrate every form of art and to
heal self and the world with the help of art.
Each piece of art which you have seen around is a work of our students. Who have worked painstakingly
with their mentors to show case their talent in a very thought-provoking way. Do spend some time to
appreciate innovative ways of using different mediums of art.

Every discovery and invention has been a result of some very innovative ideas to either solve a problem or
the problem itself gave birth to an innovation.
Who knows a simple but effective idea would help bring in some change the way we deal with our day to
day problems.
Sharing the space with both the budding and the well known innovators ,will surely add to the experiences
and confidence of our Teenovators. Dear Students, on this 4th Youngistaanis- Innovators’ Conclave , I
dedicate this morning to all the young innovators! We are not claiming that we would change the world by
changing the way we celebrate our Founders’ day !
But I am sure that this small step is a significant one,as this will change the way we deal with the change
and encourage our students to create a happy and hassle free world!
With this thought I invite all of you to put forth your ideas becauseWe strongly believe that every idea is
worth sharing!
Thank you!

